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Abstract In several ant species, colonies are founded
by small groups of queens (pleometrosis),which coexist until the first workerseclose, after which all but one
queen is killed. It has been hypothesizedthat, by producing a largercohort of workers,cooperating queens
may increasecolony success duringbrood raids,a form
of competition in which brood and workersfrom losing nests are absorbed into winning colonies. To test
whether this benefit is sufficientto favor pleometrosis,
newly mated queens of the fire ant Solenopsis invicta
were assembled in groups of one, two, three, or four,
rearedin the laboratoryuntil the first workerseclosed,
then planted in the field in replicatedassemblages.The
proportion of colonies engaging in brood raids increased with average foundress number per nest and
with colony density but was unaffectedby variance in
foundress number among interactingcolonies. Within
mixed assemblagesof single-queenand multiple-queen
colonies, queen numberhad no effecton the likelihood
of engaging in raids or the probabilityof nest survival
through the brood raiding period. However,following
nearly 30% of raids, queens moved to new nests and
displaced the resident queens. When queen relocation
and subsequent mortality were accounted for, it was
found that the survival of queens from four-queen
groups was substantially higher than that of solitary
queens. By contrast, the survival of queens from twoqueen colonies was no greater than that of solitary
queens.These resultsshow that the competitiveadvantages of multiple-queencolonies are sufficientto counterbalance the increased mortality of queens within
groups only when the numberof foundressesis greater
than two and when colonies are founded at high denE. S. Adams (E-I)
Department of Biology, University of Rochester, Rochester,
NY 14627, USA
W. R. Tschinkel
Department of Biological Science, Florida State University,
Tallahassee, FL 32306 USA

sity.Whencolonies lose brood raids,the workersappear
to abandon their mothers to join surviving colonies.
However, in laboratory experiments,queens attempting to enter foreign nests were significantlymore likely
to displace the resident queen if their own daughters
were present within the invaded nest. Thus, workers
may be able to bias the probabilitythat their mother
rejoins them and displaces competing queens.
Key words Solenopsisinvicta Brood raids*
Population dynamics Pleometrosis Cooperation

Introduction

Nest founding by multiple queens, or pleometrosis,
occurs in severalspecies of ants in which mated queens
cluster at high densities following nuptial flights (reviewedby RissingandPollock1988;Heinze1993;Herbers
1993; Roisin 1993). These queens initially cooperate,
sharing in nest excavation and brood-care, grooming
one another, and depositing their eggs in a common
pile. However, in several well-studied species, queen
fighting or executions by workerseliminateall but one
queen soon after the first workersemerge (Bartz and
Holldobler 1982;Tschinkeland Howard 1983;Rissing
and Pollock 1986; Peeters and Andersen 1989; for
exceptions see Holldobler and Carlin 1985; Mintzer
1987). Since co-founding queens in these species are
usuallyunrelated(Hagen et al. 1988;Nonacs 1989)and
probablycannot distinguishwhich queen is most likely
to survive(Roisin 1993), pleometrosisappearsto be an
instance of cooperation driven by mutualism (Rissing
and Pollock 1988;Nonacs 1992;Roisin 1993) or group
selection (Mesterton-Gibbons and Dugatkin 1992).
Studieson this phenomenonhavesought to understand
the conditions under which the advantages of group
formation outweigh the disadvantagesof competition
among queens within groups.
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Empiricalstudies on pleometroticants haverevealed
several possible advantages of increased foundress
number. During the initial stages of colony founding,
pleometrosis lowers the mortality rates of queens in
some species(Waloff1957;Bartz and Holldobler 1982),
but not in others (Tschinkel and Howard 1983;
Tschinkel 1993). The total number of workers reared
by the colony during the claustralphase of nest founding rises with foundress number up to a maximum,
then declines with additional queens (e.g., Bartz and
Holldobler 1982; Tschinkel and Howard 1983;
Tschinkel1993).In S. invicta,the total numberof workers produced reaches a maximum between four and
seven queens (Tschinkel 1993). However,there are no
consistent economies of scale: the rate of workerproduction per queen may increase(Bartz and Holldobler
1982), remain the same (Rissing and Pollock 1991), or
decline (Tschinkel 1993) with increasing foundress
number. High initial rates of worker production may
benefitcolonies in many ways: by improvingthe probability of successful nest construction (Peeters and
Andersen 1989),by increasingsurvivalthroughthe first
winter (Tschinkel and Howard 1983), by allowing
reproductionat an earlier age (Tschinkeland Howard
1983), by allowing earlier production of replete workers (Bartz and Holldobler 1982), or by improvingthe
colony's competitive ability in struggles with other
incipient colonies (Bartz and Holldobler 1982;Rissing
and Pollock 1987, 1991; Tschinkel 1992b). This study
focusses on the effects of foundress number on interactions among young colonies.
The hypothesis that competition among colonies
favors pleometrosis is partially supported by laboratory and field studies. Competition among colonies at
the incipientstages is often severe(Pollock and Rissing
1989; Tschinkel 1992a) and the probability of victory
in pairwise laboratory contests increases with worker
number (Bartz and Holldobler 1982; Rissing and
Pollock 1987, 1991;Tschinkel1992b).However,to support this hypothesis,it is not enough to show that larger
colonies are more likely to outcompete small ones.
Since only one queen per association will survive to
produce reproductive offspring, competition among
colonies is sufficient to favor pleometrosis only if the
probabilityof victory of colonies founded by n queens
is more than n times greater than that of colonies
founded by solitary queens. If this condition does not
hold, then the averagesurvival of solitary queens will
exceed that of cooperating queens and competition
among colonies by itself will not favorpleometrosis.In
addition, this hypothesis requires that competitive
encounters among incipient colonies be frequent or
else this advantage of pleometrosis cannot be manifested. At present, the ecological variables affecting
competition among young ant colonies are poorly
known. The decision by queens to found colonies in
groups alters both the density and sizes of incipient
colonies, which may in turn affectthe intensity of com-

petition. Furthermore,the competitiveperformanceof
single- and multiple-queencolonies are best compared
in the field since encounters staged in small laboratory
containersmay alter the behaviorand intensityof competition (Buschinger et al. 1980) and may exaggerate
the apparent importance of competition in comparison to other selective forces. Most tests of the hypothesized advantagesof pleometrosishavebeen conducted
in the laboratory(but see Bartz and Holldobler 1982;
Tschinkel 1993).
Among ants displaying pleometrosis, incipient
colonies of several well studied species compete by
brood raiding (Myrmecocystus mimicus: Bartz and
H6lldobler 1982;Solenopsisinvicta:Stampsand Vinson
1991; Tschinkel 1992a, b; Adams and Tschinkel
1995a, b; Messor (= Veromessor)pergandei: Pollock
and Rissing 1989). In brood raids, workersmove eggs,
larvae, and pupae between nests until they are concentrated within the nest of the victorious colony.
Workersfrom the raided colony then join the winning
colony, leaving behind their mother (Bartz and
Holldobler 1982; Rissing and Pollock 1987;Tschinkel
1992b). Queens whose colonies have been raided may
subsequently attempt to enter surviving nests, where
they sometimesdisplacethe originalqueens (Bartzand
Holldobler 1982; Rissing and Pollock 1987; Stamps
and Vinson 1991; Tschinkel 1992a; Adams and
Tschinkel1995a).Thus,workersthat move to new nests
after brood raids may be rejoined by their mothers
(Rissing and Pollock 1987;Pollock and Rissing 1989).
To determine if pleometrosis is favored, the effects of
queen numberon competitivesuccess must be followed
beyond brood raids to include this period of queen
relocation and usurpation (e.g., Rissing and Pollock
1987).
This study reports field experiments on the effects
of variation in queen number on brood raid competition in the monogyne form (Ross and Fletcher 1985a)
of the fire ant S. invicta.Severalrelatedquestions were
addressed by experimentallyplanting assemblages of
incipient colonies in the field and by recording the
occurrence and outcomes of brood raids. First, to
examine factors controlling the frequencyof raids, we
manipulatedthe mean and varianceof foundressnumber across replicateassemblagesof colonies planted at
differentdensities. The results show how the tendency
of queens to found nests cooperativelyor in proximity
to one another affect the intensity of brood raid competition. Second, we comparedthe fates of single-queen
and multiple-queencolonies within competing populations. By painting queens with distinctivemarks and
excavating surviving nests, it was possible to follow
individualqueens throughoutthe period of brood raiding and queen usurpation.Third, we examined a possible consequence of the abandonment of queens by
their daughters after losing a brood raid. Specifically,
we testediwhetherqueens are better able to enter a foreign colony and displace the resident queen if the
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colony contains their own daughters than a colony of
similar size in which all the workers are unrelated to
the invading queen.

Methods
Collection and rearingof queens
Matedqueenswerecollectedfollowing nuptialflightsin Tallahassee,
Florida, in the spring of 1992 and 1993. The queens were sorted
randomly into various numbers of foundresses(1, 2, 3, or 4) and
maintained in the laboratory in test tubes supplied with moist
cotton. In these conditions, queens lay eggs and rear developing
workers using stored energy reserves (Tschinkel 1993). If queens
within multiple-queenassociationsdied within the first 7 days, they
were replacedwith queens of the same age; thereafter,associations
with dead queens were discarded.Colonies which producedunusually small broods or diploid males (Ross and Fletcher 1985b)were
also discarded.When workersbegan to eclose, the numberof workers and pupae within each colony was counted to within 10%.For
furtherdetails, see Adams and Tschinkel (1995a).

Preparationof field sites
Incipientcolonies wereplantedin an unshadedspray-irrigatedfield.
Priorto planting,maturecolonies were removedand the fieldswere
tilled, raked and flattened to homogenize conditions (see Adams
and Tschinkel 1995a for details of methods). Adjacentassemblages
of colonies were separated by at least 4 m. The position of each
planted colony was marked with a small metal tag and an upright
wooden label.

Planting assemblagesof colonies
Colonies were transferredto small artificialnests, each consisting
of a block of plaster, measuringapproximately5 x 2 x 2 cm, with
a 2 mm diameter hole drilled through the block and a chamber
12 mm in diameterand 15 mm deep drilledat one end to mimic the
brood chambernaturallyexcavatedby the queen.The artificialnests
were wrapped temporarilyin paper to prevent escape by the ants
during transport to the field. To plant a colony, the paper was
removed and the artificialnest was inserted into a hole 7 cm deep
with the brood chamberat the bottom. The nest was then covered
with soil. All plots were watered lightly after planting was completed to prevent desiccation.

and Tschinkel 1995a, b), it is usually not possible to identify which
colony is winningduringfield surveys.We thereforereportthe percentage of colonies that engage in raids as a measureof the intensity of competition. This percentageprovides a minimumestimate
since some raids were undoubtedly not seen. However, in some
replicates,more than 85% of colonies were seen to engage in raids
and most raids were observed during more than one census, suggesting that only a small fraction of raids were not recorded.
Experiment1: effects of queen number and colony density
on brood raids
In a two factor experiment,assemblagesof colonies were planted
and monitored for brood raids and colony survivorship. Each
assemblageconsisted of 16 colonies planted in a 4 by 4 squaregrid.
Treatmentsvariedin the distancebetween rows and columns (high
density:30 cm; low density:60 cm) and in the numberof foundress
queens per planted colony (1, 2 or 4). These values correspondto
natural densities and queen numbers.In a large naturallyfounded
cohort, the mean nearest neighbor distance for incipient colonies
was approximately60 cm, with a mode near 30-40 cm (Adams and
Tschinkel 1995b).In severalnaturalmating flights, the mean number of queens per founded colony ranged from 1.11 to 3.36
(Tschinkeland Howard 1983). Within each experimentallyplanted
assemblage,the numberof queensper plantedcolony was constant.
Five replicate assemblageswere planted for each treatment;thus,
the experimentincluded a total of 6 treatments, 30 assemblages,
480 colonies, and 1,120 queens.
The mated queens were collected following nuptial flightson 17
and 26 May 1992. Assemblageswere planted when sufficientnumbers of workers had eclosed (1 to 11 July) so that equal numbers
of replicatesof each treatmentwere planted on any given day. All
but one colony survivedplanting, as judged by whether the workers excavateda colony entranceand began to forage. Each plot was
monitored for 10 or 11 days, by which time raids had ceased.
Experiment2: effects of variation in queen number on
brood raids
To examinethe effectsof variationin queen numberon brood raids,
assemblages of 16 colonies were planted in two replicated treatments. Each replicate contained 32 queens in 16 colonies. In the
first treatment (constant queen number), each colony had two
foundresses, while in the second treatment (variable queen number), eight one-queencolonies and eight three-queencolonies were
planted in randomizedpositions. For each replicate,colonies were
planted in a 4 by 4 square grid with 30 cm between rows and
columns. Five replicateassemblagesof each treatmentwere planted
on 12 July 1992 and monitored for 10 days, by which time raids
had ceased. In total, there were 2 treatments, 10 assemblages, 160
colonies, and 320 queens.

Monitoring planted colonies
Experiment3: relative success of single- and two-queen colonies
Plots were surveyedat least once per hour from 8:00 to 12:00 a.m.
and from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m., when most raids occur (Tschinkel
1992a; Adams and Tschinkel 1995a). Each colony was examined
for worker activity or raids. When raids were seen, additional surveys were added to allow more complete descriptions.To prevent
biases in comparisonsof raid frequencies,these additional surveys
were carried out on all plots. Because worker activity appears to
be sensitive to soil moisture, all plots were watered in the evening
of any day that it did not rain. To help distinguishactive from inactive colonies, nest entranceswere sealed with moist soil at the end
of each day. Colonies with active workersquickly excavated a new
entrance, while nests of dead colonies remainedsealed.
Becausemost raidsare initially bi-directionaland becausemany
raids involve more than two colonies (Tschinkel 1992a,b; Adams

This experiment was designed to compare the success of singlequeen and two-queen colonies within interactinggroups. To vary
the intensity of competition, colonies were planted at two different
densities. Each replicate plot contained ten single-queen and ten
two-queencolonies in a 4 by 5 grid. The positions of one- and twoqueen colonies were determined by stratified random placement
(Greig-Smith1983). A single randomlygeneratedpatternwas used
for all replicates.Six replicateassemblageswere planted at each of
two densities:high density (20 cm between rows and columns) and
low density (60 cm between rows and columns). In all, there were
2 treatments,12 assemblages,240 colonies, and 360 queens. Brood
raids and colony activity were monitored for three to four days,
after which survivingcolonies were excavated.
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Experiment4: effect of foundress number on queen survival
and usurpationsuccess
Mated queens were collected following the nuptial flight of 29 May
1993 and assigned randomly to one-, two- or four-queencolonies.
Prior to planting, each colony was censused and each queen was
paintedwith a color that identifiedher originalcolony. Shortlyafter
the first workers emerged, the numbers of workers and pupae in
each colony were counted.
One goal of this study was to measure rates of queen relocation. In orderto mimic naturalnests more closely, a modifiedplanting method was used. First, the soil was watered to prevent
desiccation.For each colony, a narrowhole was preparedby inserting a 2 mm wide nail 7 cm into the soil, matching the depth of the
chambersnaturallyexcavated by the queens. To preventescape by
the ants, a ring of plastic pipe, measuring10.5 cm in diameter,was
coated in fluon (Northern Products Inc., Woonsocket, R.I.) and
inserted into the soil around the artificialchamber to form a barrier 3-4 cm high. The test tube containing the colony to be planted
was then placed within this ring and the cotton plug was removed.
Workers quickly discovered the artificialchamber and moved the
colony below ground, usually within 30 min, then plugged the
entrance with soil until it was just wide enough to allow passage
by workers.Colonies were planted in pairs separatedby only 5 cm
to ensure a high likelihood of raiding. Fifty-nine pairs consisted of
two single-queen colonies; 73 pairs consisted of a single-queen
colony and a two-queencolony; 71 pairsconsisted of a single-queen
colony and a four-queencolony. Each colony was isolated within
its own ring during planting. After 12 h, the rings were removed
and a single ring, also coated with fluon, was placed around the
pair of entrancesto increasethe probabilityof encounters.Adjacent
pairswereseparatedby at least 2.5 m to preventraidsbetweenreplicates. Two to threedays afterplanting,each nest was carefullyexcavated to record the locations of workersand brood and to recover
markedqueens. Cases in which brood raids did not occur, in which
the chamber containing the winning colony and queen could not
be located, or in which the queens' paint marks were not visible
during microscopic examination were excluded. Colonies were
planted between 17 and 23 July and were excavatedbetween 19 and
25 July to recover queens, workers, and brood.

Experiment5: effect of daughterson the ability of invading
queens to displace residentqueens
This experimentwas designed to test whether,after losing a brood
raid, a queen is better able to enter a survivingcolony and displace
the residentqueen if she is the motherof some of the workerswithin
the invaded colony. This circumstance arises when abandoned
queens are able to find the colony to which their daughters have
moved. Mated queens were reared singly in test tubes until their
workers began to eclose. Each colony was housed separatelyand
fed dilute honey daily until there were at least ten workers per
colony. The number of workers within each colony was counted
and the queen was painted with distinctive colors on the sides of
her thorax.
Half of the 160 colonies were randomly selected as "resident"
colonies. Each resident was provided with a plastic cup (535 ml)
containing moist, sifted soil to a depth of 8 cm and with the upper
rim coated with fluon to prevent escape. A hole 2 mm wide and
7 cm deep was prepared. The test tube containing the resident
colony was unplugged and placed on the surface of the soil. The
ants quickly moved below ground using the hole providedas a nest
chamber. The test tubes were removed and the resident colonies
were left overnight to allow the ants to modify the nests and to
become accustomed to their new environment.
The remaining80 colonies werepresentedto the residentcolonies
in simulated raids. For each raid, the marked queen from a single
"intruder"colony was removed and held aside by herself. The test
tube containingher brood and workerswas then placed on the sur-

face of the soil containing the residentcolony. The brood from the
introducedcolonies was carriedinto the residentnest and the workers entered the resident colonies as well. All 80 colonies were
"raided"in this fashion within approximately3.5 h. At the end of
this period, the marked queens from the "intruder"colonies were
introducedto cups containingthe residentcolonies. Thereweretwo
treatments:
1. In 40 cases, the queen was introducedto the colony containing her own brood and workers. In this case, she was the mother
of approximatelyone half the active workerswithin the colony.
2. In the remaining40 cases, the queen was introducedto a container in which she was relatedneitherto the residentqueen nor to
the brood and workersthat had been raided.Thus, these treatments
differonly in the relationshipof the introducedqueen to the raided
brood and workers.
The introducedqueens were observedfor 2.5 h to monitor their
ability to enter the resident colonies and to record instances of
attack by workersvisible on the surfaceof the soil. Each container
was checkedeach day for 4 days to recordthe identity of any dead
queens discardedfrom the nest. On the 5th day, the soil was carefully excavated to establish the identity of survivingqueens.

Results

Experiment 1: effects of queen number and
colony density on brood raids
Augmentingthe numberof foundressqueens increased
the total numbersof workers(Kruskal-WallisH= 117.0;
df=2;

P<0.001)

and pupae (H=315.8;

P<0.001)

produced in the first cohort; however,the production
per queen declined with increasing queen number
(Fig. 1; workers: H = 651.8, df = 2; P < 0.001; pupae:
H = 211.5, P < 0.001).

Queen number and distance between colonies were
treated as fixed factors in a two-way analysis of variance. Since there was no significant evidence for
unequal variancesof the proportionsof colonies raid= 10, NS; Sokal
ing among the six treatments (Fmax
and Rohlf 1981)and no significantdeviationsfromnormality for any of the treatments(Lillieforstest, P > 0.2
in all cases), the untransformeddata were used. Both
the distance between colonies (F1,24= 65.3, P < 0.001)
and the numberof foundressesper colony (F2,24= 10.6;
P < 0.001) significantly affected the proportion of
colonies that engaged in brood raids (Fig. 2). There
was no significant interaction between these factors;
together, they accounted for 78% of the variation in
the proportionof colonies raiding.The greatestrate of
raiding was seen on the 2nd day following planting
(15.0% of colonies) and only one raid was seen after
the 8th day.
Experiment2: effects of variation in queen number
on brood raids
All colonies survived planting and began to forage.
There were no significant differences in raiding or
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Fig. I a The effect of foundress number on the mean (? SE) production per colony of workers (solid bars) and pupae (open bars)
prior to the onset of brood raids. The numberof colonies censused
is shown above the bars. b The same data expressedas production
per queen
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Experiment3: relativesuccess of single- and
multiple-queencolonies
Colonies were more likely to engage in raids when
planted 20 cm apart than when planted 60 cm apart
(Table 2). There was no evidence of an effect of distance on either the numberof colonies survivingplanting (19.3 ? 0.2 versus 19.7 ? 0.2; df = 10; t =-1.118,
NS) or on the proportionof colonies survivingat least
three days (Table 2). Since colony excavations were
begun after three days, survivorshipwas not followed
any further. Within plots, no effect of queen number
on colony performancewas detected (Table 2).
After 3 days, active colonies were excavated;however, few brood chambers with surviving queens were
found. Among excavated colonies containing live
queens and workers,the queens were more often from
two-queen colonies. With 20 cm spacing, 12 of 17
(70.6%Y,)
surviving colonies contained one or both
queens from a two-queen colony; the remainderwere
from single-queencolonies. With 60 cm spacing, 8 of
14 (57.1%YO)
nests contained one or both queens from a
two-queen colony. Neither of these ratios was
significantlydifferentfrom 50% (one tailed binomial
test, NS for both proportions). The difference in
percentages did not differ significantly with spacing
(Z2 = 0.61; df= 1; NS). When the data were combined,
the fraction of survivingcolonies that were founded by
two queens was not significantlymore than 50%, (20
out of 31 cases, one-tailed binomial test. P = 0.075).

30cm
60

-

Experiment4: effect of foundressnumber on
queen survival and usurpation success

*C 40 -

o

60 cm,I

_
20 -

0

1

2

4

Numberof queenspercolony

Fig. 2 The effect of foundress number per colony and distance
between colonies on the proportion of colonies participating in
brood raids (mean ? SE). Each point is based on five replicate
assemblagesof 16 colonies each

survivalbetweenplots composed entirelyof two-queen
colonies ("constant queen number") and plots composed of a mixtureof single- and three-queencolonies
("variablequeen number";Table 1). Within plots with
variablequeen number,no significantdifferenceswere
found between the fates of single-queen and threequeen colonies (Table 1). Raids among single- and
three-queen colonies were common, and some raids
involved more than two colonies (e.g., Fig. 3).

When colonies founded by solitary queens were paired
with colonies founded by one, two or four queens,raids
were seen within 66.5% of planted pairs- a conservative estimate of raiding, since observations were not
continuous.Carefulexcavationsof nests revealedother
cases in which raids had occurred and allowed determination of the outcome. A colony was judged to have
won a raid when the brood and workers from both
colonies were consolidated within its nest chambers
near the queen (or queens) and when queens from the
opposing colony were not present. Because some
queensmigrateto survivingnests followingbrood raids,
the success of single- and multiple-queencolonies is
best compared after migrations and usurpationshave
taken place by recoveringindividuallymarkedqueens.
Examinationof paint marks on queens in the winning
colonies indicated queen relocation in 40.6% of contests (n = 101); that is, one or more queens planted
moved fromtheiroriginalnest site to an opponent'snest
site wherethey replacedthe original queens (Table3).
In contests between single-queencolonies and twoqueen colonies, the two-queencolony was significantly
more likely to win (Table 3). However,the two-queen
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Table 1 Effects of variation in foundress number on the intensity
of competition among colonies. Each replicate consisted of 16
colonies planted in a 4 x 4 grid with 30 cm between nearest neighbors. In replicates with constant queen number, each colony was

founded by two queens. In replicateswith variablequeen number,
half the colonies were founded by a single queen and the other half
by threequeens. Withinthese assemblages,the fates of single-queen
colonies and three-queencolonies were compared

Treatment

n

Colonies per
replicate

% Colonies in raids
(mean ? SE)

Median date of
colony death (days)
(mean ? SE)

Comparisonsbetween treatments
Constant queen number
Variablequeen number
t-valuesa

5
5

16
16

42.5 ? 9.6
47.5 ? 3.2
-0.50 NS

8.6 ? 0.2
9.2 ? 0.2
-1.90 NS

45.0 ? 0.03
50.0 ? 5.6
-0.78 NS

9.2 ? 0.2
8.6 ? 0.7
0.89 NS

Comparisonswithin assemblageswith variablequeen number
5
Single-queencolonies
8
Three-queencolonies
5
8
t-valuesb
NS = not significantat P > 0.05
aUnpairedt-test, two-tailed
bPairedsample t-test, two-tailed

40cm

Table 2 Comparison of the fates of single-queen and two-queen
colonies in replicatedassemblages.Each replicate consisted of 10
single-queenand 10 two-queencolonies placed randomlyin a 4 x 5
grid of nest positions. Within replicateswith a given colony spacing, there were no differencesbetween single-queenand two-queen
colonies in the percentageof colonies in raids or the percentages
surviving at least three days (paired sample t-test, two tailed, all

I~~~~~

0

P > 0.05)

00

Colony spacing

(
o

0

Fig. 3 Cumulative map of brood raids in an assemblage of eight
single-queen(solid circles)and eight three-queencolonies (opencircles). Linesconnect colonies betweenwhich raidingworkersmoved;
arrowsindicate the directionof brood transport.Raids occurred 1,
2, 4, and 7 days after planting

colony was not more than twice as likely to win (onetailed binomial test with p = 2/3, q = 1/3, NS). Since
only one of the two queens will live, this implies that
the per queen survival did not differ between singleand two-queen colonies. On average, the two-queen
colonies had largerpopulations of workers(14.6 ? 0.5;
mean ? SE) than the single-queencolonies (9.9 ? 0.3)
when planted. The difference in worker number between the two-queen colony and the one-queen colony
was no greater in the 23 cases where the two-queen
colony won than in the 12 cases wherethe single-queen
colony won (Mann-Whitney U = 104.5, NS).
In contests between single-queencolonies and fourqueen colonies, the four-queencolony was significantly
more likely to win (Table 3); moreover,the four-queen
colony was significantlymore than four times as likely

n

Colonies

% Colonies

% Surviving

in raids
> 3 days
(mean ? SE) (mean? SE)
60 cm

6

20 cm

6

Single-queen 26.9 ? 10.2
Two-queen
24.8 ? 10.1
All
29.7 ? 9.9a
Single-queen 73.9 ? 5.4
Two-queen
78.0 ? 5.3
All
75.8 ? 4.Oa

88.3 ? 7.5
80.0 ? 6.8
84.0 ? 6.3b
87.4 ? 6.7
80.6 ? 7.1
86.0 ? 4.5b

aUnpairedt-test, two-tailed, t = 4.32, P < 0.05
bUnpairedt-test, two-tailed, t = 0.27, NS at P > 0.05

to win (one-tailed binomial test with p = 0.8, q = 0.2,
P < 0.01). Thus, even though three of the four queens
wereeliminatedwithin each multiple-queencolony, the
averagesurvivalof these queens exceeded that of solitary queens through the period of brood raiding and
subsequent queen execution. In the replicatein which
the single-queencolony won, the differencein worker
numberbetween the four-queencolony and the singlequeen colony (15.0) was no lower than in the other 30
replicates (mean difference? SE: 13.7 ? 0.6, MannWhitney U = 10.0, NS).

During regular monitoring of the planted pairs of
colonies, queensweresometimesseen wanderingon the
surface of the soil near their original nests, trying to
enter the opposing nest, or under attack by workers.
Live queens were seen outside of the nests in 34 of the
203 pairs of colonies (16.7%).
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Table 3 Survival of colonies and queens during brood raids and
subsequentqueen executions. Each replicateconsisted of a pair of
brood raiding colonies. The probabilityof queen survivalwas calTreatment

culated as the probability of colony survival divided by the number of queens

Number Probabilityof colony survival (n)
of pairs
Multiple
Single
queen
queen

pa

Number Probabilityof queen survival pb
of queens
relocating Single-queen Multiple-queen
colonies
colonies
11

Single-queencolony
versus single-queen colony

35

Two-queen colony
versus single-queencolony 35
Four-queencolony
versus single-queencolony 31

50% (35)

-

-

34.3% (12)

65.7% (23)

< 0.05

3.2% (1)

96.7% (30)

< 0.0001 12

8

50%

-

34.3%

32.9%

NS

3.2%

24.2%

< 0.01

NS = not significantat P > 0.05
aOne-tailedbinomial test for colony survival (p = q = 0.5)
bOne-tailedbinomial test for queen survival.The null hypothesis is that the relative probabilityof colony survivalis equal to the relative number of queens (see text)

Experiment5: effect of daughters'presence on the
ability of invading queens to displace resident queens

survived (2.0 ? 1.3 versus 2.3 + 0.5; Mann-Whitney
U= 174, NS).

Ants in the residentcolonies moved soil to narrowthe
entranceto the nest until it was scarcelywider than the
workers. Introduced queens therefore needed to dig
actively in order to enter the resident colony. No
difference was seen in the fraction of queens that
entered the nest chamber during the initial 150 min
observation period or in the average time to entry
(Table4). During initial observations and daily monitoring, thirteen introduced queens and four resident
queens were attackedby workers.During the firstthree
days following introduction of the second queen, one
of the two queens was evicted or killed and discarded
in most colonies. Considering those cases with a single survivor, the introduced queen was significantly
more likely to survive if her daughters were present
than if no related workerswere present (Table 4).
The difference between the number of workers
produced by the resident queen and the number of
workersproducedby the intruderqueen was calculated
for those replicates in which the intruder'sdaughters
were present. This value did not differ significantly
between the 13 cases in which the intruderqueen survived and the 24 cases in which the resident queen

These results show that brood raids among incipient
colonies can favor cooperativenest founding, but only
under particularcircumstances.As hypothesized,multiple-queencolonies produced more workersthan single-queen colonies (Fig. 1), and colonies with larger
numbersof workersweremore likelyto win brood raids
(see also Bartz and Holldobler 1982; Rissing and
Pollock 1987, 1991; Tschinkel 1992b). However, since
only one queen from each multiple-queengroup survives the first few months of colony life, the competitive superiorityof largercolonies will favorcooperative
founding only if this advantage more than counterbalances the increased mortality of queens within
groups. In competition with single-queencolonies, this
condition was met for four-queencolonies but not for
two-queen colonies.
When two-queen colonies were planted near singlequeen colonies, the two-queen colonies were approximately twice as likely to survive brood raids. This

Table 4 Success of attemptedusurpationsas a function of the presence of the invadingqueen'sdaughterswithin the residentnest. The

mean time requiredfor queens to enter the resident nest is given
for all queens that entered within the first 150 mmnof observation

Treatment

Intruder'sdaughters
present
Intruder'sdaughters
not present
Significance

n

Number entering
within 150 min

Discussion

Mean time to
entry (min) ? SE

Survivingqueen(s)
Resident

Intruder

Both

Neither

40

34

40.9 ? 8.8

24

13

1

2

40

34

35.8 ? 8.1

35
2
p < O.OOlb

2

1

NSa

aMann-WhitneyU-test, U = 810.5, NS = not significantat P > 0.05
bLog-likelihoodratio test, G = 11.1, df = 1
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was true when the colonies were planted in pairs
(experiment4; 65.7% of 35 survivorswere two-queen
colonies) or in larger sets (experiment 3; 64.5% of
31 survivors were two-queen colonies). Combining
these data, 64.2% of surviving colonies were founded
by pairs of queens, while only 35.8% were founded
by solitary queens. Since one of the two queens within
the multiple-queen colonies was killed (or destined
to be killed), the average survivorshipof queens was
nearly identical if they started colonies alone or in
groups of two (Table3). By contrast, colonies founded
by four queens were far more likely to win brood
raids than single-queencolonies. Even though three of
the four queens were subsequentlykilled, the average
survivorship of queens in four-queen colonies was
higherthan that of solitary queenswhen raidsoccurred
(Table 3).
The relative performanceof single-queen and multiple-queen colonies also depends upon the frequency
of brood raids. Field experimentsshowed that raid frequencyincreasedwith colony densityand with the average number of queens per colony (Fig. 2), consistent
with the hypothesis that raids are initiated whenever
workersdiscover other incipient colonies (Adams and
Tschinkel 1995a, b). Average foundress number and
colony density in turn depend upon the density of
mated queens arriving within a given area (Tschinkel
and Howard 1983). This suggests that thereis a threshold density of mated queens above which queen cooperation is favored and below which solitary nest
foundingis favored.Whenmatedqueenscolonize available habitat in high densities, many colonies are
founded by groups of four or more queens (Tschinkel
and Howard 1983) and brood raids are common
(Adams and Tschinkel 1995a). In these conditions,
queens foundingcolonies alone presumablyfarepoorly.
But when initial queen density is low, brood raid competition may be too infrequentand queen numberper
colony too low to favor cooperative nest founding. S.
invictais native to South America and was introduced
to the United States around 1918 (Lofgren 1986). In
comparisonto the southeasternUnited States,colonies
of S. invictaare smallerand less abundantalong roadsides in Brazil (Porter et al. 1992). While the ecology
of colony founding has not been studied in detail in
South America, the lower population density in Brazil
suggests that brood raiding is no more likely to favor
pleometrosisin the countriesof origin than at out study
sites in Florida.
High queen density is also associated with an increased variance in the number of queens per colony
(Tschinkeland Howard 1983). However,when average
queen number was held constant, an increase in the
variance had no detectableeffect on raiding or colony
survivorship.This shows that the intensity of competition among colonies is not strongly affectedby small
changes in the group sizes chosen by newly mated
queens.

It is conceivablethat queens monitor the density of
other foundresses when deciding whether to initiate
colonies singlyor in groups.After droppingtheirwings,
queens move about on the surface of the soil examining other queens and potential nest sites (W Tschinkel
and E. Adams, personal observations).The encounter
rate among queens provides information which may
allow each queen to predict the eventual density of
incipient colonies. If so, queens could adjust their preferredgroup size based on the likelihood of brood raid
competition. In a related theoretical paper, Nonacs
(1989) has shown that the optimal decision rule by ant
foundresses depends upon the magnitude of pleometroticadvantage,which could vary with colony density. Thus, the preferredgroup size should be greater
when queen density is higher. Consistent with this
hypothesis,the averagenumberof S. invictafoundresses
per nest increases with the density of recently mated
queens (Tschinkeland Howard 1983) and the statistical significanceof queen aggregationrises with queen
density in Lasius pallitarsis (Nonacs 1992). However,
these patternscould also be the unselectedconsequence
of increased encounter rates among queens if queens
show fixed preferencesfor joining other queens during
colony initiation.
In addition to superiorbrood raiding success, there
are several other possible explanations for the evolution of pleometrosis. Pleometrosis may reduce exposureto predatorsduringcolony foundingand the initial
boost in colony size in multiple-queencolonies may
increase colony fitness in other contexts, even after
reductionto a single queen (Bartzand H6lldobler 1982;
Tschinkel and Howard 1983). For example, larger
colonies may be better able to survive the first winter
and may be able to produce alate reproductivesat an
earlierage (Tschinkeland Howard 1983).Furthermore,
most queens probablyland at sites occupied by mature
colonies of S. invictaor other ants. In this case, attacks
by workersfrom maturecolonies are likelyto be a more
important source of mortality than brood raids with
other incipient colonies. There are currentlyfew field
data that would allow comparison of the fates of
single-and multiple-queencolonies faced by these other
challenges (but see Bartz and Holldobler 1982;
Tschinkel and Howard 1983). It is likely that several
selectiveforces act in concert to govern queen number
with brood raids contributingan occasional advantage
to multiple-queencolonies.
When colonies lose brood raids,the workersjoin the
winning colony leaving behind, at least temporarily,
their mother and any other familiarqueens (Bartz and
H6lldobler 1982; Rissing and Pollock 1987; Tschinkel
1992a). Little aggression is seen among the workers
from differentcolonies during or after raids (Bartz and
Holldobler 1982; Rissing and Pollock 1987; Stamps
and Vinson 1991; Tschinkel 1992b). Newly acquired
workerslaborwithin the survivingcolony and may even
act as "traitorraiders,"helpingto transportbrood from
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their natal colony into the nest of the victorious colony
(Tschinkel1992a). It is possible that the lack of aggression among the first cohort of workers and the
abandonmentof mothers could be maladaptiveconsequences of the inability of workers from incipient
colonies to recognizenestmates;however,recentexperimental work has shown that the first cohort of workers in young colonies of S. invicta readily distinguish
unfamiliar queens from familiar queens and that unfamiliar queens attempting to enter a colony are often
vigorously attackedby residentworkers(M. Balas and
E. Adams, unpublishedwork). Alternatively,defection
by workers may represent"hopeful co-emigration"of
workers and their queens (Pollock and Rissing 1989);
that is, workersthat lose raids may move to surviving
nests because their mother may subsequentlybe able
to join them. In support of this hypothesis,experiment
5 shows that when a raided queen attempts to enter
a foreign colony of a given size, her probability of
success is greater if some of the workers are her own
daughters.This may be because there are fewer unrelated workersresistingher entry or because her daughters are able to assist her displacementof the resident
queen.
Workerrelocation may be adaptive if colonies that
lose brood during raids have little ability to replacethe
captured brood. The initial cohort of brood is fed by
the foundresses, which deplete their internal energy
reserves(Tschinkel1993).Although workersforageand
retrievefood soon after eclosion, the delay in the production of new workerscoupled with the loss of weight
by the queen (Tschinkel 1993) may doom raided
colonies to failure. If so, a worker may enhance its
inclusive fitness by joining surviving colonies and by
assisting in the replacementof the resident queens by
their own mother (Rissing and Pollock 1987). If the
ability of queens to displace queens in other colonies
is enhanced by having a larger worker force, this may
provide an additional advantage of cooperative nest
associations.
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